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Abstract: Given the limitations of the community question answering (CQA)
answer quality prediction method in measuring the semantic information of the
answer text, this paper proposes an answer quality prediction model based on
the question-answer joint learning (ACLSTM). The attention mechanism is used
to obtain the dependency relationship between the Question-and-Answer (Q&A)
pairs. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-term Memory Network (LSTM) are used to extract semantic features of Q&A pairs and calculate
their matching degree. Besides, answer semantic representation is combined with
other effective extended features as the input representation of the fully connected
layer. Compared with other quality prediction models, the ACLSTM model can
effectively improve the prediction effect of answer quality. In particular, the mediumquality answer prediction, and its prediction effect is improved after adding effective extended features. Experiments prove that after the ACLSTM model learning,
the Q&A pairs can better measure the semantic match between each other, fully
reﬂecting the model’s superior performance in the semantic information processing
of the answer text.
Keywords: Answer quality; semantic matching; attention mechanism; community
question answering

1 Introduction
People used to rely on traditional search engines to acquire knowledge. With the explosive growth of
information nowadays, it is clear that the traditional search engines have many shortcomings, such as:
With excessive numbers of search results, it is difﬁcult to quickly locate the required information; it relies
solely on keyword matching technology and does not involve semantics, resulting in poor retrieval, etc.
Consequently, a new mode of information sharing—community question answering (CQA) emerged. In
particular, the emergence of vertical domain CQA such as Stack Overﬂow, Brainly, and Auto Home not
only satisﬁes the speciﬁc information needs of users, but also promotes the dissemination of high-quality
information. The CQA launched by Auto Home is a professional automobile communication platform.
Users have put forward a substantial number of real and effective questions and answers with increased
user activities. However, the content edited by responders varies greatly, and the quality of the answers is
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uneven. Auto Home has introduced an automatic Q&A service, but it fails to analyze customized issues and
address user needs, so the user experience is undermined. Besides, CQA answer quality analysis indicates
that about more than 30% of the answers were worthless [1]. Therefore, the basis for CQA success is
how to detect high-quality answers from the content edited by the responder. In response to these
problems, this paper proposes an answer quality prediction model based on question-answer joint
learning with the use of attention mechanism and question text, together with the semantic representation
of Q&A pairs in joint learning to ﬁlter out high-quality answers that ﬁt the question.
2 Related Work
Mining the effective factors that affect the quality of answers is one of the keys to predict high-quality
answers. Fu et al. [2] found that reviews and user features among non-textual features are the most effective
indicators for evaluating high-quality answers, while the validity of textual features varies across different
knowledge domains. Shah et al. [3] found that the responder’s personal information and reciprocal
ranking of answers to a given question could signiﬁcantly predict high-quality answers. Calefato et al. [4]
found that answers with links to external resources are positively related to the integrity of their content,
and the timeliness of the answers, the responder’s emotions, and the responder’s reputation score are all
factors that inﬂuence the acceptance of the answer. Liu et al. [5] found that the quality of the question is
also an important factor affecting the quality of the answer. Low-quality answers induce by low-quality
questions. On the contrary, high-quality questions contribute to high-quality answers. The quality of the
question to some extent determines the quality of the answer. Combining the quantitative and time
difference characteristics of answers, Xu et al. [6] proposed to use the relative positional sequence
characteristics of the answers to make quality predictions of the answers. The results show that this
feature can signiﬁcantly improve the effect of answer quality prediction.
The key to predict high-quality answers is not only to explore the effective factors that affect the quality
of answers, but also to choose the appropriate model. Machine learning methods are widely used in
classiﬁcation and prediction tasks, such as Random Forest classiﬁcation model [7], Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model [8], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9–10], ensemble learning [11], etc.
Because of the advantages in processing structured data, machine learning methods are also widely used
in answer quality prediction. Alternate Decision Tree (ADT) classiﬁcation model and multi-dimensional
features extracted were used to predict the quality of answers, which has achieved good results [12–13].
By using textual features, non-textual features and the combination of the two, Li et al. [14] established a
binary classiﬁcation model with logical regression. It is found that the discriminant performance of the
model for high-quality answers is higher than that for low-quality answers. Wang et al. [15] found that
the Random Forest classiﬁcation model including user social attributes has better classiﬁcation
performance after comparing the classiﬁcation performance of logistic regression, Support Vector
Machine and Random Forest. Wu et al. [16] proposed a new unsupervised classiﬁcation model to detect
low-quality answers. Studies have shown that testing multiple answers under the same question can
improve the detection of low-quality answers. Machine learning has achieved remarkable results in the
prediction of answer quality. However, most of them take advantage of structural features, so they have a
low utilization rate of the text and cannot capture the semantic information of the text.
With the development of deep learning, the neural network has achieved tremendous success in
Computer Vision [17], Signal Processing [18–19] and Natural Language Processing. The neural network
can be used to capture text semantic information, and how to better measure the semantic information of
the answer has been gradually in the spotlight. Sun et al. [20] used the topic model to extract the
keywords of the answer, extend it with context and synonyms, and then train the model with CNN. The
results show that the model can effectively improve the accuracy of answer quality prediction. Suggu
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et al. [21] proposed two different DFFN (Deep Feature Fusion Network) answer quality prediction
frameworks to model the Q&A pairs with CNN and Bi-directional Long Short-term Memory Network
(Bi-LSTM) with neural attention respectively, and extended features through leveraging various external
resources. Experiments show that this method has better performance in answer quality prediction tasks
than other general deep learning models. Zhou et al. [22] combined CNN with Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) to capture both the matching semantics of the Q&A pairs and the semantic association between
the answers. Considering the interdependence of sentence pairs, Yin et al. [23] studied the dependency
semantic relationship between sentence pairs through the attention mechanism and CNN. The results
show that this method can better measure the semantic relationship between pairs of sentences than
modeling sentences separately.
3 Method
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of answer quality prediction model based on question-answer joint
learning. First, Q&A pairs of Auto Home CQA is used to jointly construct attention text representation
and learn the dependency relationship between Q&A pairs; Second, input the attention text representation
into parallel CNN to extract the local features of Q&A pairs; Third, input the Q&A pairs after CNN
into parallel LSTM to extract long-distance dependent features; Next, calculate the semantic matching
degree between the question representation and the answer representation, combine with deep answer
semantic representation and other effective extended features as the input representation of the fully
connected layer; Finally, the SoftMax classiﬁer is used to predict the quality of the corresponding
answers to a given question.
3.1 Input Layer
First, for given Q&A pair, the question text and the answer text need to be ﬁlled with 0 to equal length,
that is, the length of the text is s; where question text sq ¼ fv1 ; v2 ; …; vi ; …; vs g, vi 2 Rd ; and answer text
sa ¼ fw1 ; w2 ; …; wj ; …; ws g, wj 2 Rd . Word2vec model is used to pre-train the word vector to indicate
that the word is d-dimensional [24],vq;i ¼ fx1 ; x2 ; …; xk ; …; xd g, where xk represents the value of the
word vector of the i-th word of the question text sq in the k-th dimension; wa;j ¼ fy1 ; y2 ; …; yk ; …; yd g,
where yk represents the value of the word vector of the j-th word of the question text sa in the k-th
dimension. Finally, the question text and the answer text are expressed as the word vector matrix
S i;r 2 Rds , i 2 fq; ag.
3.2 Convolution Layer Based on Attention
The attention matrix A 2 Rss is introduced to weight the semantic similarity between the question text
and the answer text. In the attention matrix A, the i-th line value represents the attention distribution of the
i-th word of the question text sq relative to the answer text sa , and j-th column value represents the
distribution of attention of the j-th word of the answer text sa relative to the question text sq . The speciﬁc
calculation of attention matrix A is as follows:


(1)
Ai;j ¼ score vi ; wj
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u d
uX
score ¼ t
(2)
ðxk  yk Þ2
k¼1
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Figure 1: The architecture of model
Given the above attention matrix, the attention feature maps with consistent dimensions for the original
question text sq and answer text sa need to be generated:
S q;t ¼ A  W 0 ;

S a;t ¼ AT  W 1

(3)

where W 0 2 Rsd , W 1 2 Rsd are weight matrices, which need to learn and update in model training.
Input question text attention representation S q;t and the answer text attention representation S a;t into
parallel CNN, respectively, the local features of attention representation are captured through CNN, and
new feature representations are obtained as S q;c and S a;c . The speciﬁc calculation method of convolution
operation for attention representation of question text is as follows, answer text is the same:
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pi ¼ f ðW  ci þ bÞ

(4)

S q;c ¼ ðp1 ; p2 ; …; pi ; …; pswþ1 Þ

(5)

where w represents sliding window size; ci ¼ zi:iþw1 2 Rwd (0 < i  s  w þ 1) represents subsequence
composed of convolution kernel of w  d dimension size at the position of i in S q;t ¼ðz1 ; z2 ; …; zi ; …; zs Þ;
W 2 Rd1 wd represents the convolution parameter matrix, where d1 represents the ﬁnal dimension size
after convolution output; b 2 Rd1 represents the bias; f represents the non-linear activation function. Here,
ReLu is used as the activation function; and pi 2 Rd1 represents the convoluted ﬁnal feature
representation sequence at the position i.
3.3 Long Short-Term Memory Network Layer
CNN has limitations in dealing with time series-related tasks. The RNN can compensate for this
deﬁciency. Compared with the traditional RNN, LSTM as a variant of RNN, can use its unique gating
units to learn the long-distance dependence of text sequence. Therefore, this paper inputs feature
representation of S q;c and S a;c into parallel LSTM through the convolution layer to extract context
semantic features, as well as to obtain long-distance dependence features S q;l and S a;l of question and
answer texts with the reference of Hochreiter’s LSTM structure [25]. The speciﬁc calculation formula for
the long-distance dependency features of the question text is as follows, answer text is the same:
it ¼ rðW i ½ht1 ; xt  þ bi Þ

(6)

ft ¼ rðW f ½ht1 ; xt  þ bf Þ

(7)

ot ¼ rðW o ½ht1 ; xt  þ bo Þ

(8)

gt ¼ tanhðW g ½ht1 ; xt  þ bg Þ

(9)

ct ¼ ft  ct1 þ it  gt

(10)

ht ¼ ot  tanhðct Þ

(11)

S q;l ¼ ðh1 ; h2 ; …; ht ; …; hswþ1 Þ

(12)

where xt represents input information of time sequence t (0 < t  s  w þ 1); ht1 represents the output
information of last time sequence; it , ft , ot and gt represent the input gate, forget gate, output gate and
candidate memory information of the time sequence t; ct and ht represent the memory state and hidden
state of time sequence t; W represents the weight matrix to be learned; b represents the bias; and r
represents the non-linear activation function Sigmoid.
3.4 Output Layer
In this paper, theabove fusion feature representation
is input into the SoftMax classiﬁer for answer quality

prediction. For given ðFðiÞ ; yðiÞ Þji ¼ 1; …; N , where quality category label yðiÞ 2 f1; …; K g (K is the number
of quality category labels). After entering the SoftMax classiﬁer, the prediction probability distribution of answer
quality category corresponding to characteristic F is obtained, as shown in formula (13):


(13)
pðiÞ ¼ Softmax W s F ðiÞ þ bs
where W s represents weight parameter matrix; bs represents the bias.
In model training, use cross-entropy as the loss function to measure the model loss, and use
regularization to prevent overﬁtting, as shown in formula (14). The ultimate goal of model training is to
minimize the cross-entropy.
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Loss

XX
i

yij log ^yij þ  k h k2

(14)

j

where i represents the number of samples; j represents the answer quality category; yij represents the correct
quality category of the answer text; ^yij represents the predicted quality category;  is the L2 regularization; h
is the model parameter.
4 Feature Construction and Selection
By obtaining relevant data from the Auto Home CQA, this paper constructs a feature system for
extended features, and evaluates the feature system with multiple indicators, and selects effective features
as the extended features of answer quality prediction.
4.1 Feature Construction
(1) Structural Features
Structural features are features after direct statistics, including question length (que_length), answer
length (ans_length), number of question words (que_words_num), number of answer words
(ans_words_num), number of question characters (que_ch_num), number of answer characters
(que_ch_num), answer time interval (time_interval), whether the answer is adopted (is_adopt), whether
the question contains a picture (has_picture) and whether the answer includes external links (has_link).
(2) User Attribute
User attributes can reﬂect the activity and authority of users, including the number of answers
(ans_num), number of adopted answers (adopt_num), and number of helpful answers (help_num).
(3) Textual Features
Textual features refer to the features that are contained in the text but cannot be counted directly. This
paper calculates the cosine similarity between the average word vector representation of the question text and
the average word vector representation of the answer text as an indicator of the semantic match between the
question text and the answer text (similarity).
4.2 Feature Selection
In order to make the model have better performance, data is usually processed by the following
strategies: feature selection [26], dictionary learning, compressed sensing [27–28], etc. Considering the
characters of data, this paper uses feature selection method to obtain high-quality features. Various
features are different in unit and dimension and cannot be compared directly. It is therefore necessary to
ﬁrst have dimensionless processing of features, so the features of different attributes are comparable. This
paper evaluates the above features with Pearson correlation coefﬁcient (Corr.), L1 regularization (Lasso),
L2 regularization (Ridge), maximal information coefﬁcient (MIC), random forest mean decrease impurity
(MDI) and recursive feature elimination (RFE), and normalizes the ﬁnal score. Tab. 1 shows the detailed
evaluation of various features.
It requires conducting feature screening to obtain more stable features [29]. This paper uses the mean
value combined with the threshold method for feature selection [30]. Based on the evaluation, it can be
known that the length of question/answer, number of words and characters of questions/answers can
reﬂect the richness of the text content of questions/answers, which all belong to redundant features.
Chinese sentences are composed of successive single character, a word could consist of a single character
or more. Compared with character, words can better measure whether the Chinese sentences are
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misspelled [31]. Therefore, the number of questions/answers is selected as the feature. In other features,
whether the question includes pictures and whether the answers include external links has little impact on
the model. Therefore, the threshold value is set at 0.12. Finally, the feature of average score above threshold
is selected as the adopted feature, including the following eight: Number of question words, number of
answer words, answer time interval, whether the answer is adopted, matching degree, number of answers,
number of adopted answers and number of helpful answers are selected as the ﬁnal extended features.
Table 1: Feature evaluation
Category

Feature

Corr.

Lasso

Ridge

MIC

MDI

RFE

Mean

Structural

que_length
ans_length
que_words_num
ans_words_num
que_ch_num
ans_ch_num
time_interval
is_adopt
has_picture
has_link

0.26
0.86
0.27
0.87
0.27
0.81
0.00
0.70
0.39
0.36

0.17
0.01
0.00
0.41
0.00
0.00
0.36
0.21
0.00
0.00

0.02
1.00
0.06
0.67
0.00
0.22
0.07
0.08
0.00
0.04

0.14
0.98
0.10
0.89
0.05
0.54
0.63
0.10
0.00
0.00

0.25
1.00
0.23
0.19
0.18
0.13
0.40
0.01
0.02
0.00

0.11
1.00
0.56
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.44
0.67
0.22
0.33

0.16
0.81
0.20
0.67
0.08
0.45
0.32
0.30
0.10
0.12

User

ans_num
adopt_num
help_num

0.94
0.88
0.81

0.67
0.00
0.00

0.33
0.11
0.31

1.00
1.00
0.91

0.35
0.34
0.28

1.00
0.78
1.00

0.72
0.52
0.55

Textual

similarity

1.00

1.00

0.23

0.40

0.47

0.89

0.66

5 Experiments
5.1 Data Set
In this paper, the dataset used is a customized benchmark dataset, and sourced from Auto Home CQA.
The dataset contains a total of 7,853 questions and 48,815 Q&A pairs, with a time span from April 25, 2012
to December 9, 2019. The user took only 4.25% out of 48,815 answers. The reason that users did not adopt
the answers is not because of their low-quality, but because the questioner did nothing to make his answer
stand out, resultantly the majority of the answers were not adopted. Therefore, only taking whether the
answer is adopted as an assessment criterion of the quality of the answer is unreliable. Based on
the literature [15], this paper evaluates the quality of the answer from 13 dimensions and artiﬁcially labels
the answer quality as low, medium, and high.
To verify the validity of the algorithm model proposed, this paper randomly takes 20% of the total
sample as a test data set, and randomly selects 10% as the validation data set and the rest as training data
set in the remaining 80% of the data. Tab. 2 shows the speciﬁc statistics after dividing the dataset.
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Table 2: Dataset statistics
Category Train set Validation set Test set Average length Sample
Low
7173
Medium 7128
High
20845

797
792
2317

1993
1980
5790

11
14
36

9963
9900
28952

5.2 Evaluation Indicators
This paper takes precision (P), recall (R), F1 score, macro average precision, macro average recall,
macro average F1-score as evaluation indexes of answer quality with the following calculation formula:
P¼

TP
TP þ FP

(15)

R¼

TP
TP þ FN

(16)

F1 ¼

2PR
PþR

(17)

Macro P ¼

n
1X
Pi
n i¼1

(18)

Macro R ¼

n
1X
Ri
n i¼1

(19)

Macro F1 ¼

2  Macro P  Macro R
Macro P þ Macro R

(20)

where TP represents the number of samples actually positive and predicted positive; FP represents the
number of samples actually negative but predicted positive; FN represents the number of samples
actually positive but predicted negative; and i represents the sample size of the test set.
5.3 Comparative Experiment Selection
This paper uses customized data sets to compare different models to verify the validity of the proposed
models. The Skip-gram mode of Word2vec is used to obtain better word vectors. The context window is set
to 5, and the word vector dimension is set to 100, and the question text and answer text of Auto Home CQA
are jointly trained to ﬁnally obtain the word vector representation of question/answer text pre-training. The
comparative experiments include:
1. SVM. This paper obtains the average word vector representation of the answer text from the pretraining word vector, and predicts its quality with SVM.
2. Random Forest. This paper obtains the average word vector representation of the answer text from
the pre-training word vector, and predicts its quality with Random Forest.
3. CNN. With the reference of model architecture of literature [32], this paper uses CNN to learn the
vector representation of the given question text and the answer text and predicts its quality.
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4. ABCNN. With the reference of model architecture of literature [23], this paper uses the attention
mechanism to consider the interaction between question and answer, and integrates it into the
CNN to learn the vector representation of the answer text and predicts its quality.
5. LSTM. This paper uses LSTM to learn the vector representation of the given question text and the
answer text and predicts the quality of the answer.
6. ACLSTM. The proposed model in this paper uses attention mechanism to respectively weight the
answer/question text with the question/answer text, and inputs the weighted text representation
into CNN and LSTM to learn the deep semantic representation of question/answer texts and
predicts its quality.
This paper not only uses different models to learn answer text representation for quality prediction, but
also take structural features, user attribute features and textual features as extended features, and add them to
the text representation of the answers after different model training step by step, so as to compare the
inﬂuence of different extended features on the quality prediction of the answers.
5.4 Results and Analysis
The important issue for this research is whether the models proposed in this paper performs better in
semantic match and achieves answer quality prediction. In the next sub-sections, we will discuss the
advantages of the model and the task speciﬁc set up.
5.4.1 Evaluation and Comparison
Tab. 3 shows the evaluation values of different models compared with the models proposed in this paper.
From the evaluation values of Tab. 3, it can be known that the machine learning model SVM and Random
Forest do not have the advantage in capturing text semantics, while the mainstream deep learning model has
signiﬁcant advantages. Compared with the mainstream deep learning model, the model proposed in this
paper has a better performance in the prediction of the answer quality in the Auto Home CQA. It veriﬁed
the validity of the proposed model. Experiments show that the introduction of attention mechanism can
effectively measure the semantic match between Q&A pairs and capture the deep semantic representation
of text. In addition, the predictive power of the model has improved signiﬁcantly after adding extended
features step by step. It indicates that the extended features, as the supplementary features of the answer
text, contribute greatly to the answer quality prediction task.
Fig. 2 is the comparison of F1 score among different answer quality categories with SVM, Random
Forest, CNN, ABCNN, LSTM and the model proposed in this paper. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen that
SVM and Random Forest have no advantage in capturing the text semantics of the answers compared to
the deep learning model. CNN, ABCNN, LSTM, and the model proposed in this paper have comparable
predictive ability to low, high-quality answers, and generally low prediction ability for medium-quality
answers. However, compared with other models, the model presented in this paper shows better
predictive ability in predicting medium-quality answers, which is signiﬁcantly better than other models. It
shows that attention mechanism can learn the semantic information between Q&A, by integrating
the question text with the semantic information covered by the answer text, the model can better
distinguish between medium-quality answers whose features are not signiﬁcant but are consistent with the
text of the question.
5.4.2 The Choice of Different Sources of Q&A Pairs
To better measure the semantic matching between Q&A pairs and the validity of the model, this paper
uses three different sources of Q&A pairs of vector representation to calculate cosine similarity of the two, as
a supplementary extended feature:
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Table 3: Evaluation value of comparative experiment
Model

Feature

Macro P

Macro R

Macro F1

SVM

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6278
0.6396
0.6426
0.6498

0.5735
0.6009
0.6074
0.6118

0.5831
0.6102
0.6163
0.6215

Random forest

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6439
0.6452
0.6569
0.6651

0.5846
0.5954
0.6053
0.6107

0.6011
0.6096
0.6214
0.6272

CNN

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6685
0.6665
0.6705
0.6778

0.6421
0.6518
0.6545
0.6625

0.6472
0.6565
0.6611
0.6694

ABCNN

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6589
0.6544
0.6682
0.6687

0.6530
0.6641
0.6575
0.6607

0.6557
0.6587
0.6601
0.6645

LSTM

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6626
0.6602
0.6705
0.6721

0.6655
0.6734
0.6669
0.6713

0.6601
0.6632
0.6674
0.6707

ACLSTM

1
1þ2
1þ2þ3
1þ2þ3þ4

0.6687
0.6767
0.6867
0.6906

0.6727
0.6749
0.6733
0.6828

0.6703
0.6758
0.6780
0.6837

Notes: 1 represents answer text; 2 represents structural features; 3 represents user attribute; 4 represents similarity.

1. Sim1. Same as Section 4.1 textual features, by using the average word vector of Q&A pairs, calculate
the cosine similarity of the two.
2. Sim2. In the representation layer of the model, the cosine similarity is calculated by using the maxpooling word vector representation of Q&A pairs.
3. Sim3. Calculate the cosine similarity by using the vector representation of Q&A pairs after model
learning.
Tab. 4 shows the comparative experimental results of CNN, ABCNN, LSTM and the model proposed in
this paper with different similarity degrees based on the existing extended features. The results show that the
model with Sim3 has the best performance, and followed by Sim1, and Sim2 is relatively poor. It indicates
that vector representation of Q&A pairs without model learning covers less semantic information, while
vector representation of Q&A pairs with model learning has deeper semantic information. Particularly, the
model proposed in this paper is optimal. It can combine the semantic information covered by the question
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text with the answer text to better measure the match between the Q&A pair. In addition, the matching of
Q&A pairs measured by average word vectors is better than the max-pooling.

Figure 2: Comparison of F1 score among different answer quality categories
Table 4: Experimental results of different similarity
Model

Similarity

Macro P

Macro R

Macro F1

CNN

Sim1
Sim2
Sim3

0.6778
0.6741
0.6701

0.6625
0.6618
0.6703

0.6694
0.6674
0.6701

ABCNN

Sim1
Sim2
Sim3

0.6687
0.6604
0.6648

0.6607
0.6700
0.6760

0.6645
0.6636
0.6677

LSTM

Sim1
Sim2
Sim3

0.6721
0.6704
0.6720

0.6713
0.6690
0.6745

0.6707
0.6685
0.6730

ACLSTM

Sim1
Sim2
Sim3

0.6906
0.6827
0.6869

0.6828
0.6808
0.6861

0.6837
0.6807
0.6854

5.4.3 The Effect of Different Length of Answer Text
This paper also discusses the effect of different lengths of answer text on the model to reduce
computational complexity. The histogram in Fig. 3 shows the text length distribution of the answer text
after word segmenting for all samples. Based on Fig. 3, it can be seen that answers with text length less
than 300 account for about 99.25% of the total sample. Therefore, answers with text lengths of 10, 50,
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100, 200 and 300 are selected for comparative experiments. Since Samples with answer text lengths less than
1000 account for about 99.98% of the total sample, comparison experiment with a text length of 1000 was
also added. When the answer text length is less than the ﬁxed length, it is ﬁlled with zero. On the contrary, the
answer text is truncated when its length is greater than the ﬁxed length. Fig. 4 shows the effect of different
lengths of answer text on the model. As can be seen from Fig. 4, when the text length of the answer is 10 to
300, the evaluation values gradually rise; when the answer text length is greater than 300, the evaluation
values tend to level off. Therefore, the text ﬁxed length is set to be 300.

Figure 3: Answer text histogram of different length

Figure 4: The effect of different lengths of answer text on the model
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5.4.4 Visualization
Fig. 5 is a visual display of the attention matrix of a test sample. Tab. 5 is the text representation for the
attention-based Q&A. Based on Fig. 5 and Tab. 5, the model can well capture the part related to the semantic
meaning of “peculiar smell,” such as “charcoal package,” “grapefruit peel,” “open the window” and
“ventilation.” It further clearly shows that the answer quality prediction model proposed in this paper can
better learn the dependence between the Q&A pair and better measure the semantic match between them.

Figure 5: Attention matrix visualization
Table 5: Attention-based text representation visualization
Question/answer Attention-based text representation
text
Question text
Answer text

如何 有效 而 又 最快 的 清除 车内 的 异味
(How to remove the odor in the car effectively and quickly.)
楼主 这个 情况 你 可以 去 买个 炭包 吸 一下 或者 柚子皮 也 是 很 好 的 吸 异味
的 最 主要 的 还是 经常 开窗 通风
(In this case, you can buy a charcoal package or grapefruit peel. The most important
thing is to open the window frequently for ventilation.)

6 Conclusions
Aiming at the existing problems such as the quality of the answers is uneven, the automatic question
answering service is unable to speciﬁcally analyzed questions and address individualized user needs, user
experience is undermined, etc., this paper takes the Auto Home CQA as the research object, proposes an
answer quality prediction model based on question-answer joint learning to ﬁlter out high-quality answers
that ﬁt the question from the content edited by the respondent. This paper uses CNN based on attention
mechanism to learn semantic information of Q&A pairs and extract the local joint features of Q&A pairs,
and uses LSTM to extract long-term dependence features of Q&A pairs. The vector representation of
obtained Q&A pairs has deep semantic information and can better measure the match between the Q&A
pairs. The prediction performance of the model can be further improved by constructing multiple valid
extended features.
However, there are still limitations in this paper: the extended feature constructed based on Auto
Home CQA is not universal. In the future study, we will further consider the introduction of multiple
generic extended features, such as relative position order of the answers, emotional polarity of question /
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answer texts, etc. Moreover, the prediction ability of the model for medium-quality answers still needs to be
further improved.
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